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Ji°í Cerný (University of Vienna)

Chemi al distan e on random interla ements
Abstra t: We investigate the hemi al (or graph) distan e on the innite o upied luster of random

interla ements. We will explain that large balls in this distan e obeys a full shape theorem. The main
tool in proving this is a `large deviation estimate', similar to the result of Antal and Pisztora in the
ase of Bernoulli per olation. This is joint work with Serguei Popov.

Coee break
11:0011:50:

Alexander Mielke (WIAS)

Entropy gradient ows for Markov hains and rea tion-diusion systems
Abstra t: First, we dis uss a new gradient ow formulation for time- ontinuous reversible Markov

hains that was also introdu ed by Jan Maas [2011℄. The driving fun tional is the relative entropy
while the Riemannian metri as an analog of the Wasserstein metri in diusion system. We show
that for all nite Markov hains the entropy is geodesi ally lambda- onvex and dis uss spe ial ases
of nearest-neighbor intera tions where true onvexity an be established under ertain monotoni ity
assumptions.

Se ond, we highlight that this gradient stru ture an be generalized to over large lasses of rea tiondiusion systems, possibly in luding ele trostati intera tion or oupling to a heat equation. We present
re ent result with Matthias Liero on the geodesi lambda- onvexity for spe ial ases.
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onvexity of the relative entropy in reversible Markov hains.
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Matthias Röger (University of Dortmund)

Conned stru tures of least bending energy
Abstra t: We analyze a onstrained minimization problem for the Willmore energy. For a given pa-

rameter a > 0 we onsider smooth embeddings of the sphere into the unit ball with surfa e area a.
In this lass we minimize the Willmore energy and investigate the dependen e of the minimal energy
value on the parameter a. (This is joint work with Stefan Müller, Bonn.)
Everybody is wel ome to attend.
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